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Collagens contain a high amount of charged residues
involved in triple-helix stability, fibril formation, and
ligand binding. The contribution of charged residues to
stability was analyzed utilizing a host-guest peptide sys-
tem with a single Gly-X-Y triplet embedded within
Ac(Gly-Pro-Hyp)3-Gly-X-Y-(Gly-Pro-Hyp)4-Gly-Gly-NH2.
The ionizable residues Arg, Lys, Glu, and Asp were in-
corporated into the X position of Gly-X-Hyp; in the Y

position of Gly-Pro-Y; or as pairs of oppositely charged
residues occupying X and Y positions. The Gly-X-Hyp
peptides had similar thermal stabilities, only marginally
less stable than Gly-Pro-Hyp, whereas Gly-Pro-Y pep-
tides showed a wide thermal stability range (Tm 5 30–
45 °C). The stability of peptides with oppositely charged
residues in the X and Y positions appears to reflect sim-
ple additivity of the individual residues, except when X

is occupied by a basic residue and Y 5 Asp. The side
chains of Glu, Lys, and Arg have the potential to form
hydrogen bonds with available peptide backbone car-
bonyl groups within the triple-helix, whereas the
shorter Asp side chain does not. This may relate to the
unique involvement of Asp residues in energetically fa-
vorable ion pair formation. These studies clarify the
dependence of triple-helix stability on the identity, po-
sition, and ionization state of charged residues.

The triple-helix is the characteristic domain of all collagens

and has also been found as a motif in a variety of host defense

proteins such as the complement factor C1q, mannose-binding

protein, and the macrophage scavenger receptor (1–4). The

conformation of the triple-helix consists of three extended

polyproline II-like polypeptide chains that are supercoiled

around a common axis (5–8). To accommodate close packing of

the three staggered chains, every third residue must be glycine.

A high content of imino acids, Pro and Hyp,1 is also required to

stabilize the conformation. These sequence constraints give

rise to a (Gly-X-Y)n repeating sequence with Gly-Pro-Hyp as

the most frequent tripeptide unit (triplet). In this repeating

structure, Gly residues are buried and solvent inaccessible,

whereas residues in the X position are highly exposed to sol-

vent (8, 9). Residues in the Y position are somewhat less acces-

sible to solvent than those in the X position because of their

proximity to the neighboring chain (8–11). As in all proteins,

the backbone carbonyl groups as well as the amide groups of

residues other than proline and hydroxyproline are available

for hydrogen bonding. One direct interchain N–H z zO5C hydro-

gen bond per Gly-X-Y triplet is formed in the triple-helix,

leaving two carbonyl groups of each triplet available for hydro-

gen bonding. These unsatisfied carbonyl groups are seen to be

involved in a highly ordered hydration network in the crystal

structure of a peptide with Gly-Pro-Hyp units (8, 12).

All collagen triple-helices have a high content of ionizable

residues that are well conserved among different types of col-

lagen (13). Intra- and interchain ion pairs have been suggested

to contribute to molecular stability (14–18). Both experimental

evidence and theoretical approaches support the involvement

of electrostatic interactions in the association of triple-helices

to form fibrils and in the binding of various molecules to colla-

gen (19–22). Ionizable residues are asymmetrically distributed

with respect to the X and Y positions of Gly-X-Y triplets (13).

For example, Glu is preferentially found in the X position,

whereas Arg and Lys are preferentially found in the Y position.

It has been suggested that these positional preferences may be

related to ion pair formation (14, 15).

In this report, a host-guest peptide set is used to assess the

contributions of single charged residues and ion-pairs to triple-

helix stability. Peptides with glycine as every third residue and

a high content of imino acids have been shown to form stable

triple-helices (2, 23–25). Recently it has been shown that pep-

tides with one guest Gly-X-Y triplet introduced into a host

structure of Gly-Pro-Hyp units form a stable triple-helix in

which the stability varies with the guest triplet (11). The four

ionizable residues commonly found in collagens, Glu, Asp, Lys,

and Arg, were introduced into the X and Y positions of a guest

triplet individually or in oppositely charged pairs. The thermal

stability of the triple-helix was found to depend strongly on the

identity of the residue in the Y position but shows only a weak

dependence on the specific residue in the X position. Ion-pairs

do not appear to contribute a stabilizing effect in general but

appear to be important when there is a basic residue in the X

position and an Asp residue in the Y position.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Peptide Synthesis—Peptides were purchased from SynPep Corp.

(Dublin, CA) or were synthesized in house on an Applied Biosystems

430A peptide synthesizer using the standard FastMoc method on N-(9-

fluorenyl)methoxycarbonyl-RINK resin. Side chain protection was tert-

butyl for Hyp, tert-butyl ester for Asp and Glu, benzyloxycarbonyl for

Lys, and pentamethylchroman-sulfonyl for Arg. Acetylation was per-

formed with acetic anhydride and triethylamine in dimethylformide.
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national Cooperative Research Grant (to B. B.), and the Australia/USA
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Peptides were purified by reversed phase high pressure liquid chroma-

tography on a C-18 column eluted with a binary gradient of 0.1%

trifluoroacetic acid in 0–40% (v/v) water/acetonitrile to .90% purity.

Identity and purity of the peptides were confirmed by amino acid

analysis using a Waters high pressure liquid chromatography system

with ninhydrin detection and by laser desorption mass spectrometry.

Sample Preparation—Peptides were dried in vacuo over P2O5 for at

least 48 h before weighing. Samples for circular dichroism (CD)2 spec-

troscopy were prepared at a concentration of 1 mg/ml, and pH meas-

urements were made at 20 °C. Peptides were dissolved in either 100 mM

acetic acid (pH 2.7), phosphate buffer adjusted to the same ionic

strength with NaCl (pH 7.0) or in 100 mM NaOH (pH 12.2).

Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy—CD spectra were recorded on an

Aviv Model 62DS spectropolarimeter with a Hewlett-Packard Peltier

thermoelectric temperature controller. Samples were equilibrated at

4 °C for at least 48 h before measuring, and data were recorded in 1-mm

path length cells. CD spectra were collected at 2 °C from 260 to 210 nm

at 1 nm intervals with a 3 s recording time at each point. For melting

curves, the ellipticity was monitored at 225 nm, and the sample tem-

perature was raised from 2 to 70 °C in increments of 0.3 °C over a time

span of 15 h. For (POG)10, renaturation curves were recorded upon

cooling with the same rate in temperature change. Tm values evaluated

from de- and renaturation curves varied by less than 0.5 °C, and final

ellipticities after cooling differed form the starting value by less than

20% indicating nearly complete reversibility. A decrease of the heating

rate by a factor of two, as measured for two host guest peptides, resulted

in a decrease of 1–2 °C in Tm suggesting that the chosen conditions

represent near equilibrium unfolding.3

Calculation of Thermodynamic Parameters—Melting curves were

analyzed assuming a two-state, trimer 7 monomer transition model.

Equilibrium ultracentrifugation on similar triple-helical peptides sup-

ports a two-state model (26) and the first derivative of all melting

curves showed a single gaussian-shaped minimum. All but 2 of the 16

peptides in this study fit a two-state model well (see “Results”).

For the two-state model, the folding of three chains to the triple-helix

conformation can be described by (27)

3u7 n (Eq. 1)

where u and n denote the unfolded (monomeric) and folded (trimeric)

state, respectively. Thus the equilibrium constant K is

K 5
cn

cu
3 5

F

3c0
2~1 2 F!3 (Eq. 2)

where c0 5 cu 1 3cn is the total peptide concentration and F 5 3cn/c0 is

the fraction of folded peptide. F was determined as F 5 [u 2 uU(T)]/

[uN(T) 2 uU(T)] where u is the observed ellipticity and uN and uU are the

ellipticities for the native and unfolded forms, respectively, corrected for

their temperature dependence by linear extrapolation of the baselines

observed at high and low temperatures (27). The melting temperature

was taken as the midpoint of the transition curve (F 5 0.5).

The standard enthalpy, DH0 (van’t Hoff), was calculated by fitting

the transition curve to (27)

K 5 expFDH0

RT
S T

Tm

2 1D2 ln~0.75c0
2!G (Eq. 3)

The standard entropy, DS0, was calculated accordingly as

DS0
5

DH0

Tm

2 R ln~0.75c0
2! (Eq. 4)

The standard (Gibb’s) free energy, DG0, was calculated for T 5 298 K as

DG0 5 DH0 2 TDS0. From repeated experiments on independently

prepared samples, the error in the determination of DH0 and thus the

other derived thermodynamic parameters is estimated to be less than

10%.

RESULTS

Host-guest peptides of the form Ac(Gly-Pro-Hyp)3-Gly-X-Y-

(Gly-Pro-Hyp)4-Gly-Gly-NH2 have been shown to provide a use-

ful template to evaluate the contribution of individual Gly-X-Y

triplets to triple-helix properties (11). The N and C termini are

blocked with acetyl and amide groups, respectively, ensuring

that the only ionizable groups would be those introduced in the

Gly-X-Y guest triplet. In this study, the contributions of the

four ionizable residues Asp, Glu, Lys, and Arg to triple-helix

stability were investigated by inclusion in the guest triplet of

host-guest peptides. In the first set of peptides, these residues

were placed in the X position with Hyp in the Y position. In a

second set, these residues were introduced in the Y position of

the guest triplet with Pro in the X position. Furthermore, pairs

of oppositely charged residues were introduced as X and Y in

the Gly-X-Y guest triplet, generating a set of another 8

peptides.

Effect of Ionizable Residues in the X Position of Gly-X-Hyp

Triplets—Ionizable residues were introduced into the X posi-

tion of the guest triplet, with a Hyp in the Y position, generat-

ing peptides containing Gly-Glu-Hyp, Gly-Asp-Hyp, Gly-Lys-

Hyp, and Gly-Arg-Hyp. At low temperature, CD spectra

showed the characteristic shape of the triple-helix conforma-

tion, with a maximum near 225 nm. Monitoring the ellipticity

at 225 nm with increasing temperature results in a sharp

transition in all cases (Fig. 1), which has been previously shown

to represent a trimer to monomer transition (26). The melting

temperatures of the 4 peptides varied slightly, ranging from Tm

5 40.1 °C to 42.9 °C (Table I). The small variation in the

melting temperature indicates that the identity of the ionizable

residue in the X position has only a small influence on stability.

To examine the effect of ionization, the thermal stabilities of

these peptides were determined at pH 2.7, 7.0, and 12.2 (Table

I). Conclusions about ionization effects cannot be drawn for

peptides containing Arg as this residue is not in a fully un-

charged form even at pH 12.2. All Gly-X-Hyp peptides had a

higher Tm at neutral, rather than acidic or basic pH. Ionization

may increase stability, but additional factors must play a role

since the melting temperatures for the Gly-Glu-Hyp and Gly-

Asp-Hyp peptides are higher at pH 7.0 than at pH 12.2 even

though Glu and Asp are ionized both at neutral and basic pH.

Thermodynamic analyses were carried out to calculate the

2 The abbreviations used are: CD, circular dichroism; Tm, melting
temperature.

3 N. K. Shah, personal communication.

FIG. 1. Thermal stability of Gly-X-Hyp-containing host-guest
peptides. CD thermal transition profiles recorded at 225 nm were
normalized to the fraction folded for peptides containing GEO (—–),
GKO (- - -), GRO (z z z z) and GDO (– - – - –) (pH 7.0; peptide concentration,
1 mg/ml). The inset shows corresponding CD spectra recorded at 2 °C
that exhibit maxima at about 225 nm.

Charged Residues in the Collagen Triple-helix31442



enthalpy change DH0 assuming a two-state model. The Gly-X-

Hyp peptides, where X is a charged residue, exhibit a greater

enthalpic and smaller entropic contribution compared with

Gly-Pro-Hyp and Gly-Ala-Hyp (11) (Table I). This is consistent

with the proposal that polar residues in the X position of the

guest triplet increase the hydrogen bonding potential and the

order of the surrounding solvent network.

Effect of Ionizable Residues in the Y position of Gly-Pro-Y

Triplets—Asp, Glu, Arg, and Lys residues were introduced into

the Y position of the guest triplet, with Pro in the X position.

These 4 peptides gave characteristic triple-helical CD spectra,

and show melting temperatures between 30.1 °C (Gly-Pro-Asp)

and 44.5 °C (Gly-Pro-Arg) at pH 7.0 (Fig. 2; Table I). Except for

Gly-Pro-Arg, each Gly-Pro-Y peptide is less stable than the

corresponding Gly-X-Hyp peptide. With a range of DTm 5

14.4 °C, the melting temperatures for the Gly-Pro-Y peptides

show a significantly greater variation than observed for the set

of Gly-X-Hyp peptides (DTm 5 1.6 °C).

Thermodynamic analyses show that peptides containing

Gly-Pro-Glu and Gly-Pro-Asp have very favorable enthalpic

contributions to stability with a correspondingly unfavorable

entropy value (Table I). The Gly-Pro-Lys and Gly-Pro-Arg pep-

tides do not fit the two-state model well, despite repeated

purification and melts. Nevertheless, enthalpy values were

estimated from the closest fitting parameters. The approximate

enthalpy of Gly-Pro-Lys and Gly-Pro-Arg is much less favor-

able than that observed for Gly-Pro-Glu and Gly-Pro-Asp, sug-

gesting some differences in interactions (Table I). Comparison

of the thermal stability of each Gly-Pro-Y peptide at pH 2.7, 7.0,

and 12.2 suggests that ionization results in destabilization for

Y 5 Glu, Asp, and Lys, whereas the effect of ionization cannot

be estimated for Y 5 Arg.

Effect of Oppositely Charged Residues in the X and Y Posi-

tions of Gly-X-Y Triplets—Peptides were synthesized with Gly-

X-Y guest triplets containing oppositely charged residues in

positions X and Y, providing the eight combinations Gly-Asp-

Lys, Gly-Asp-Arg, Gly-Glu-Lys, Gly-Glu-Arg, Gly-Lys-Asp,

Gly-Lys-Glu, Gly-Arg-Asp, and Gly-Arg-Glu. Thermal stability

measurements were carried out to investigate whether the

presence of oppositely charged residues in adjacent positions

modulates the contribution of individual residues. At low tem-

perature, the 8 peptides formed stable triple-helices as indi-

cated by positive maxima at 225 nm in the CD spectra. All

peptides showed sharp transition curves, and at pH 7.0, the Tm

was within the range of 30.9 °C (Gly-Asp-Lys) to 40.4 °C (Gly-

Glu-Arg) (Table II).

Comparison of the data indicates that a change in one resi-

due can influence stability. For example, Gly-Glu-Lys is more

stable than Gly-Asp-Lys (DTm 5 4 °C). Reversal of the identity

of the residues in the X and Y positions also affects the melting

temperature. For instance, the Tm of the peptide with the guest

triplet Gly-Glu-Arg is more stable by 6 °C than that containing

Gly-Arg-Glu. For two reversed pairs (Gly-Glu-Arg/Gly-Arg-

Glu, Gly-Asp-Arg/Gly-Arg-Asp), the peptides with acidic resi-

dues in the X position and basic residue in the Y position were

more stable, whereas Gly-Lys-Asp was found to be more stable

than Gly-Asp-Lys. The stability of the Gly-Lys-Glu-containing

peptide is essentially the same as that of the corresponding

peptide with reversed charge distribution.

FIG. 2. Thermal stability of Gly-Pro-Y-containing host-guest
peptides. CD thermal transition profiles recorded at 225 nm were
normalized to the fraction folded for peptides containing (from left to
right at F 5 0.5) GPD, GPK, GPE, and GPR. An extended range in
stabilities is evident and a lower degree of cooperativity observed for
GPK and GPR, indicating lower transition enthalpies.

TABLE I
Thermodynamic parameters of Gly-X-Hyp and Gly-Pro-Y host-guest peptides

CD melting curves were recorded at 225 nm at peptide concentrations of 1 mg/ml in 0.1 M acetic acid (pH 2.7), 0.1 M phosphate buffered saline
(pH 7.0) and 0.1 N NaOH (pH 12.2). Corresponding values for peptides containing Gly-Ala-Hyp and Gly-Pro-Ala are included for comparison (11).

pH
Peptide
guest

Tm DH0 DS0 DG0 Peptide
guest

Tm DH0 DS0 DG0

°C kJ/mol kJ/mol K kJ/mol °C kJ/mol kJ/mol K kJ/mol

7.4 GAO 39.9 2420 21.2 260 GPA 38.3 2360 21.00 254.4

2.7 GDO 37.6 2540 21.6 261 GPD 33.1 2590 21.8 255
7.0 40.1 2520 21.5 264 30.1 2550 22.0 256

12.2 38.0 2560 21.6 262 30.1 2770 21.7 248

2.7 GEO 39.7 2470 21.4 262 GPE 41.9 2570 21.7 270
7.0 42.9 2590 21.8 273 39.7 2630 21.9 269

12.2 40.9 2670 22.0 274 38.5 2640 21.9 267

2.7 GKO 40.4 2510 21.5 264 GPKa 37.1 (2430) (21.3) (253)
7.0 41.5 2540 21.6 267 36.8 (2400) (21.2) (254)

12.2 38.3 2530 21.6 262 38.8 (2440) (21.3) (259)

2.7 GRO 39.4 2470 21.4 261 GPRa 45.5 (2560) (21.3) (274)
7.0 40.6 2520 21.5 265 44.5 (2450) (21.1) (262)

12.2 38.0 2510 21.5 261 43.1 (2390) (21.1) (262)

a Fitting of transition curves to Equation 3 shows significant deviations indicating a different unfolding process than the assumed two-state
model. The values given in parentheses are estimates assuming the applicability of that model.
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To investigate the effect of the ionization state, the thermal

stabilities were compared at pH 2.7, 7.0, and 12.2 (Table II). All

peptides except Gly-Lys-Glu and Gly-Arg-Glu were most stable

at pH 7.0, the pH range in which residues in both the X and Y

positions are ionized. The maximal stability at neutral pH is

consistent with the formation of stabilizing ion-pairs. The ther-

modynamic parameters calculated for these peptides are sum-

marized in Table II. The enthalpy was a stabilizing feature at

all pH values, whereas the entropy was unfavorable compared

with the host peptide containing only Gly-Pro-Hyp triplets.

DISCUSSION

This investigation uses host-guest peptides to determine the

propensity of ionizable residues for the triple-helix conforma-

tion in the different positions of the Gly-X-Y repeating unit.

Previous studies have used host-guest peptides as well as

leucine zipper peptide models to study the effect of ionizable

residues in the coiled-coil a-helix (28, 29), which, besides the

triple-helix, is the other basic protein conformation of fibrous

proteins consisting of supercoiled helical subunits (30–32). In-

terpretation of the results on the coiled-coil a-helix requires

consideration of interactions of charged side chains with the

intrinsic helix dipole, as well as the potential of oppositely

charged ionizable residues to form internal ion-pairs if in ap-

propriate positions (33–35). In contrast to the a-helix, in the

triple-helix no net dipole results from the peptide backbone as

the amide and carbonyl groups are perpendicular to the triple-

helix axis and are distributed in a symmetrical fashion (36). In

the absence of interactions with an intrinsic dipole, ionizable

residues in the triple-helix can participate in ion-pair forma-

tion or in hydrogen bonding to unsatisfied backbone carbonyl

groups (37). The polar side chains may also participate in the

highly ordered hydration network that has been found for the

collagen triple-helix (12).

The comparison of the four Gly-X-Hyp host-guest peptides

with previous studies indicates that ionizable residues in the X

position are only marginally less favorable than proline in that

position and somewhat more stable than X5Ala (11) (Fig. 3).

The favorable enthalpy values for these Gly-X-Hyp peptides

relative to Gly-Pro-Hyp and Gly-Ala-Hyp suggest participation

of the side chains in hydrogen bonding. Model building shows

that Lys, Arg, and Glu side chains can form hydrogen bonds

with available backbone carbonyl groups within the same chain

or with neighboring chains, whereas the shorter side chain of

Asp cannot (Fig. 4). The polar groups of all four side chains are

fully accessible to solvent. The insensitivity of thermal stability

to the identity of the residue in the X position suggests that

either solvent exposure or backbone hydrogen bonding results

in favorable enthalpic stabilization. The less favorable entropy

values for the Gly-X-Hyp set relative to Gly-Pro-Hyp and Gly-

Ala-Hyp is consistent with increased conformational con-

straints on the more flexible ionizable side chains in the triple-

helical state or increased order of hydration. The charged forms

of these peptides are more stabilizing than the uncharged

forms. The lack of any destabilizing effect of having the same

charges in the X positions of three chains in the same molecule

must result from favorable side chain orientation in the triple-

helix, pointing outward in near optimal directions for minimiz-

ing charge repulsion (Fig. 4A).

The broad range of thermal stability observed when the

ionizable residues are in the Y position contrasts with the

narrow range noticed for the X position (Fig. 3). The peptide

containing Arg has the highest melting temperature, followed

FIG. 3. Comparison of thermal stabilities of host-guest pep-
tides containing ionizable residues. Melting temperatures deter-
mined at pH 7.0 are plotted in groups for peptides containing GXO,
GXY, and GPY where X and Y denote ionizable residues. Corresponding
values for peptides containing GPO, GAO, GPA and GAA are shown on
the right axis for comparison (11). GXO peptides with ionizable X
residues are more stable than the GAO-containing peptide, suggesting
the stabilizing feature of charged residues in the X position. Two of the
GPY peptides are less stable and two are more stable than the GPA
containing peptide, indicating the strong dependence of stability on the
identity of the charged residue in the Y position. GXY peptides are all
more stable than the GAA peptide, suggesting a positive contribution to
triple-helix stability when adjacent X and Y positions are occupied by
oppositely charged residues.

TABLE II
Thermodynamic parameters of Gly-X-Y host-guest peptides containing oppositely charged residues

CD melting curves were recorded at 225 nm at peptide concentrations of 1 mg/ml. Corresponding values for peptides containing Gly-Pro-Hyp and
Gly-Ala-Ala are included for comparison (11).

pH
Peptide
guest

Tm DH0 DS0 DG0 Peptide
guest

Tm DH0 DS0 DG0

°C kJ/mol kJ/mol K kJ/mol °C kJ/mol kJ/mol K kJ/mol

7.4 GPO 44.5 2350 21.0 260 GAA 29.3 2450 21.4 246

2.7 GDK 26.5 2600 21.9 242 GKD 30.5 2770 22.4 253
7.0 30.9 2520 21.6 249 35.8 2720 22.2 264

12.2 29.9 2490 21.5 247 30.2 2720 22.3 252

2.7 GDR 33.4 2550 21.7 254 GRD 28.8 2720 22.3 249
7.0 37.1 2580 21.7 262 35.0 2720 22.2 263

12.2 34.4 2460 21.3 253 31.9 2630 21.9 254

2.7 GEK 29.5 2490 21.5 246 GKE 36.5 2620 21.9 262
7.0 35.0 2590 21.8 258 35.3 2630 21.9 260

12.7 33.1 2530 21.6 253 31.6 2680 22.1 254

2.7 GER 37.3 2530 21.6 260 GRE 35.0 2630 21.9 260
7.0 40.4 2520 21.5 264 33.8 2680 22.1 259

12.2 39.1 2510 21.5 262 32.2 2710 22.2 256
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in order by Glu, Lys, and Asp, and the 14 °C spread indicates a

strong dependence on the identity of the residue. The most

stable peptide containing Gly-Pro-Arg is as stable as the host

peptide containing Gly-Pro-Hyp. A detailed investigation of a

series of peptides containing Gly-Pro-Arg, Gly-Pro-Lys, Gly-

Pro-homoArg, and the inclusion of multiple differently spaced

Gly-Pro-Arg triplets indicates that the high stability relates to

the guanidinium group of Arg and its interaction with the

peptide backbone (38). The least stable guest triplet, Gly-Pro-

Asp, has a considerably lower Tm than Gly-Pro-Ala (Fig. 3). All

polar groups in the Y position are substantially accessible to

solvent (9), and factors that may influence the relative stability

of the 4 peptides in the Gly-Pro-Y set include the number of

hydrogen bonding sites to solvent or backbone carbonyls, rela-

tive side chain flexibility, and steric interactions of the side

chain in the triple-helix. Arg has many potential hydrogen

bonding sites and can hydrogen bond with backbone carbonyls

(37), which may account in part for its high stability. Modeling

suggests the low stability of Asp may relate to the inability of

its shorter side chain to form hydrogen bonds with backbone

carbonyls, in contrast with the side chains of Arg, Lys, and Glu.

In addition, unfavorable steric interactions with the neighbor-

ing chain lead to restricted rotation for the shorter Asp side

chain. It is difficult to correlate possible stabilizing features of

the Gly-Pro-Y peptide group with thermodynamic parameters

as the transition curves of two of its members, Gly-Pro-Lys and

Gly-Pro-Arg, do not fit well to the function expected for a

two-state model, suggesting a more complex unfolding process.

In contrast to observations on the X position, the charged form

of ionizable residues appears to be slightly destabilizing in the

Y position, suggesting charge repulsion between the three res-

idues as a result of Y residues being less solvent accessible (9)

and sterically closer to the neighboring chain (10, 11).

Gly-X-Y triplets with oppositely charged residues in the X

and Y positions comprise about 8% of the triplets in fibril

forming collagens. The large majority of such triplets have the

acidic residue in the X position and the basic residue in the Y

position (13, 39). Thus, the host-guest peptides containing Gly-

Glu-Arg, Gly-Asp-Arg, Gly-Glu-Lys, and Gly-Asp-Lys model

the commonly found triplets of the form Gly-(acidic)-(basic). At

neutral pH, these host-guest peptides are more stable by 3–

5 °C than at acidic pH (Table I). Of the four host-guest peptides,

which include the less frequently observed triplets Gly-X1-Y2,

only the 2 peptides with a basic residue in the X position and

Asp in the Y position show a substantial stability increase at

neutral pH, a feature not seen when Glu is in the Y position.

Model building has shown that for all pairs of oppositely

charged residues in Gly-X-Y positions the X residue of one

chain is at the same axial height and sterically near the Y

residue of a neighboring chain (14, 15) (Fig. 4). The increased

stability of Gly-X2-Y1 and Gly-X1-Y2 peptides relative to Gly-

Ala-Ala (Fig. 3) and the occurrence of maximal stability at

neutral pH for six out of the eight peptides in this set could be

solely due to the stabilizing nature of the individual basic and

acidic residues, but an additional contribution could also result

from ion-pair formation. Several analyses were carried out on

the stability data of peptides with oppositely charged pairs in

one triplet to evaluate whether such charge pairs stabilize the

triple-helix. As a first approach, the increase in stability at

neutral versus acidic pH of Gly-X2-Y1 and Gly-X1-Y2 peptides

was compared with that observed for the individual charged

components in separate peptides.

DG0~GXYpH7! 2 DG0~GXYpH3! 5 @DG0~GXOpH7! 2 DG0~GXOpH3!#

1 @DG0~GPYpH7! 2 DG0~GPYpH3!# (Eq. 5)

and

Tm~GXYpH7! 2 Tm~GXYpH3! 5 @Tm~GXOpH7! 2 Tm~GXOpH3!#

1 @Tm~GPYpH7! 2 Tm~GPYpH3!#. (Eq. 6)

Both Tm and DG0 as measures of stability are closely correlated

for this set of peptides, but due to the uncertainties in the

evaluation of DG0 for Gly-Pro-Arg and Gly-Pro-Lys (see above),

the application of Tm values leads to more consistent results.

The stability of the Gly-Glu-Lys-containing peptide, for exam-

ple, indicates that the pH related changes (DDG05 211.8 kJ/

mol, DTm 5 5.5 °C) can be explained almost completely by the

favorable effects of neutral pH relative to pH 3 on the individ-

ual Glu residue in the X position of Gly-Glu-Hyp (DDG0 5

211.3 kJ/mol; DTm 5 3.2 °C) and on the individual Lys in the

Y position of Gly-Pro-Lys (DDG0 5 21.3 kJ/mol, DTm 5

20.3 °C) (Tables I and II). Such analyses for all 8 peptides

indicates nearly no ion-pair stabilization except for the 2 pep-

tides containing Gly-Lys-Asp and Gly-Arg-Asp.

A second approach is to compare the effect of the reversal of

FIG. 4. Schematics showing the steric positions of ionizable residues in the collagen triple-helix. A, a cross-section of the 72

triple-helix, as found in the triple-helix crystal structure (8), illustrates the more solvent-exposed character of residues in position X of a GXY triplet
when compared with position Y. As a result of the one-residue axial stagger of the individual chains within the triple-helix, the Y residue in chain
A is at the same axial level and sterically close to residue X of chain B. B, a single chain of a GPE-containing peptide depicts the ability of the
glutamic acid side chain to form an intrachain hydrogen bond to an unsatisfied carbonyl group (4), which may be in part the basis for the
stabilizing nature of Glu in the Y position. C, the shorter side chain of the Asp residue, shown in a single chain of a GPD-containing peptide, is
not able to undergo a corresponding interaction (d) with the peptide backbone. D, two staggered GKD-containing peptide chains of the triple-helix
show that the basic residue in the X position is at the same axial level and sufficiently close to allow electrostatic interactions with the Asp residue
in the Y position of neighboring chains (1). This ion-pair interaction is the likely basis for the favorable contributions to triple-helix stability
observed for peptides containing GRD and GKD.
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charged residues in Gly-X-Y pairs on stability with that ex-

pected on the basis of the relative stabilities of individual

residue components in GXO and GPY triplets. One illustration

is shown in Equation 7.

Tm~GER! 2 Tm~GRE! 5 @Tm~GEO! 2 Tm~GRO!#

1 @Tm~GPR! 2 Tm~GPE!# (Eq. 7)

Such calculations show that the relative stabilities of Gly-Glu-

Arg versus Gly-Arg-Glu and Gly-Glu-Lys versus Gly-Lys-Glu

were close to those expected on the basis of individual residue

stabilities. In contrast, Gly-Lys-Asp was much more energeti-

cally favorable than expected compared with Gly-Asp-Lys, as

was Gly-Arg-Asp over Gly-Asp-Arg.

Consideration of the pH dependence of individual compo-

nents, and analysis of the additivity of individual residues in

the X and Y positions both indicate that ion-pair contribution to

stability is rather weak for all Gly-X-Y charged pairs except

Gly-Arg-Asp and Gly-Lys-Asp where the contribution is sub-

stantial. Recent studies suggest that the contribution of salt

bridges on the surface of proteins to stability is small. The high

dielectric constant of the solvent, the energetic cost of desolvat-

ing charges, and the unfavorable entropic result of constraining

side chain positions to form a salt bridge have been suggested

as possible reasons (29, 40). Both the X and Y positions where

charged residues may occur in the triple-helix are highly ac-

cessible to solvent (Fig. 4A), so that ion-pairs in the triple-helix

would be located on the protein surface. The data on 6 of the 8

triple-helix host-guest peptides suggest weak energetic contri-

butions when oppositely charged residues are adjacent in Gly-

X-Y triplets and sterically close in neighboring chains. These

include the double-charged triplets most commonly found in

collagens, namely Gly-Glu-Arg and Gly-Glu-Lys. This rela-

tively frequent occurrence is unlikely to be related to triple-

helix stability but probably relates to higher level interactions,

such as fibril formation and ligand binding. However, our data

indicate significant stabilization for Gly-(basic)-Asp triplets.

The inability of Asp to form hydrogen bonds to carbonyl groups

and its steric hindrance in the Y position may create a situation

where ion-pair formation has a greater stabilizing effect than

in the other cases (Fig. 4). Although triplets with acidic resi-

dues in the Y position are relatively rare, in most of them this

position is occupied by Asp.

The highly soluble, stable host-guest triple-helical peptides

are a valuable means for evaluating basic principles for the

sequence dependent nature of triple-helix stability in collagen

and other proteins. The position-dependent differences ob-

served for the ionizable residues highlight the inherent non-

equivalence of the X and Y positions in the triple-helix and

suggest that changes in the X position have a relatively minor

effect on stability in contrast to changes in the Y position, as it

was also observed for hydrophobic residues (11). The surprising

observation that Gly-(basic)-Asp triplets form stabilizing ion-

pairs, whereas Gly-(basic)-Glu and Gly-(basic)-(acidic) triplets

do not, indicates the need to look for interactions relating to X

and Y residues within one triplet as well as extending host-

guest peptide studies to include adjacent triplets.
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